
 

The Simple Four-Step  
Manifestation Process 

At the outset of  setting up your awesome new business (or refining 
one you have), it’s powerful to start a manifestation process to 
align your inner reality with your new outer reality. 

As you’ll discover, most of  the blocks to success are inside. So by 
aligning yourself  to a new way of  living and being at the 
beginning, you are setting yourself  up for success with ease. 

Follow the steps below to get clear on what you really, really, really 
want. Then once you’re clear, write it down and use the process to 
remind yourself  of  your true desires every day. 

By doing this, you’ll find it much easier to take action and keep 
moving forward along your journey to wealth and freedom. 

Enjoy the process. Go deep. Have fun. 



PART 1: 

DISCOVER WHAT YOU REALLY, 
REALLY, REALLY WANT 

EnlightenedPreneurs know what they really, really want. They 

have a vision and they bring it into life while being surrendered to 

the highest good for all.  

EnlightenedPreneurs make sure their desires are pure and that by 

manifesting them, they will benefit many more souls than just 

themselves.  

EnlightenedPreneurs develop a state of  certainty in what they do. 

They know that nothing can stop an idea whose time has come. 

They know that whatever is truly beneficial will become manifest 

and they are merely instruments in that unfoldment. 

EnlightenedPreneurs realize their true power to create lies in 

being surrendered to the highest good for all and letting go of  

selfish desire. By doing this, they become a magnet for great things 

to unfold though them. 



EnlightenedPreneurs have good wishes and pure feelings for 

themselves. They trust in their unfoldment and receive strength 

from a Higher Power. They know the Universe will surely fulfill 

their pure desires at the perfect time, as a tree bears fruit when the 

time is right. 

Because they are fulfilled internally, EnlightenedPreneurs can 

relax and enjoy the ride, taking steps towards the unfoldment of  

their highest potential, one small step at a time. In one tiny 

moment of  now after the next, they are free. 

EnlightenedPreneurs know full well that not all desires are made 

equal. They know of  the two desires and focus on the unfoldment 

of  their pure desires, their pure intentions. 

As an EnlightenedPreneur, it’s essential you know the 

different desires inside of  you, and then focus on the 

desire that will bring you and others the maximum 

benefit. By doing this, all your own highest desires will 

come true and you’ll receive the love and blessings of  

many other souls along the way. Your life becomes a 

blessing for all. 



The Two Kinds of  Desires:

Firstly, there are pure desires. We can call these pure intentions. 

They arise from deep within your heart of  hearts and create 

fortune and blessings for all. When you manifest these pure 

desires, you and many others will benefit. Your pure desires feel 

light. You intend for them to become realized and you are 

surrendered to the highest good for all. If  they are meant to be, 

then so be it. If  not, you know something even better will unfold.  

When you have pure desires, you let go and relax. You do your 

work, are open to their natural unfoldment, and when they do 

become manifest, they benefit you and countless others. They 

create win/win/win situations. Bringing these pure intentions into 

the world is a great service for humanity. All your needs are met. 

You are happy, wealthy, free, and filled with peace. You have 

attained everything, and you know it. 

Then there is second type of  desire. We may call these limited 

desires or cravings. These desires come from the narcissistic ego 

mind. They are made up of  images and ideas you’ve absorbed 

while living in this world. They are programmed desires that have 

entered into the sacred fortress of  your heart via TV, Internet, 



movies, magazines, books, education. They may also be desires 

that originate in the minds of  your friends and family. Many 

parents impose their unfurled desires on their children. 

All these desires are pre-programmed desires. They may seem 

real, important and meaningful, but really they don’t matter to 

you personally. They won’t satisfy you because they are not truly 

yours. If  you manifest them, you won’t be happy because they 

don’t truly offer you anything of  real value to you. Worse still, 

manifesting these desires will often lead to suffering and 

unforeseen consequences. 

EnlightenedPreneurs realize the difference between pure 

intentions and artificial cravings. They know what they want, and 

allow it to naturally emerge, just as a tree bears fruit at the perfect 

time. 



CALL TO AWAKENING

To discover what you really, really want enjoy this powerful 
method that will start the process of  your manifesting right away. 

1. What do you want? Write your full list in detail 

Write down, longhand (not on a computer or device) what you 

want to achieve in your life and business. What do you want? 

Write down everything you can think of. Keep going until you run 

out of  ideas. Then ask yourself, “Is there anything else?” And 

write some more. 

Leave some space in-between each item you wrote down as you’ll 

be adding to it later. 

Don’t worry about whether or not your desires are pure intentions 

or artificial cravings at this point. Just write everything that comes 

to mind unrestrained. Let it all out. Things will be revealed in 

time. 

Here are some questions to get you thinking:

What do you want to feel? 



What conditions do you want to experience? (E.g., a new home, 
different location, beautiful views, healthier body) 

What stuff  do you want to own? 

Where do you want to live? 

Where do you want to travel? 

What projects or charities do you want to fund? 

What other reasons do you need money? 

What else do you want and need? 

Take as long as you need to write it all down until your mind is 

exhausted of  ideas. Enjoy the process. Dream big. Enjoy it all. 

Note: Write it in the present tense. For example: 

I have a successful business that serves many souls deeply, on 

automatic. 

I have all the money I could ever need. 

I am happy, free, and uninhibited. 

I enjoy great health and enjoy my life. 

My relationships are wonderful. 

2: Why do you want these things? 



EnlightenedPreneurs realize that the amount of  money and 

success they attract is directly related to WHY they need and want 

the things they want.  

Random numbers, like making one million dollars or selling one 

million books, may sound nice but mean nothing unless they are 

directly related to specific experiences, objects and opportunities 

in your life. If  there is no meaning in the stuff  you manifest, then 

it won’t have the power to motivate action. Your heart needs to be 

in it. 

To discover why you want what you want, look at your list and ask 

yourself:

Why do I want these things? 

In what specific ways will these things make my life significantly 

better? 

How will getting this make me feel? (This is important because it’s 

the feeling we are normally wanting.) 

Stuff  is just stuff. Situations are just situations. They only mean 

something to us when they do something for us, or make us feel 

different. We want something so we can do or feel something better.



EnlightenedPreneurs realize that the amount of  money and 

success they attract is directly related to WHY they need and want 

the things they want.  

Random numbers, like making one million dollars or selling one 

million books, may sound nice but mean nothing unless they are 

directly related to specific experiences, objects and opportunities 

in your life. If  there is no meaning in the stuff  you manifest, then 

it won’t have the power to motivate action. Your heart needs to be 

in it. 

To discover why you want what you want, look at your list and ask 

yourself:

Why do I want these things? 

In what specific ways will these things make my life significantly 

better? 

How will getting this make me feel? (This is important because it’s 

the feeling we are normally wanting.) 

Stuff  is just stuff. Situations are just situations. They only mean 

something to us when they do something for us, or make us feel 

different. We want something so we can do or feel something better.



Here are some examples: 

I want:

A new car, so I can travel to beautiful places in comfort and ease. This will 
make me feel refreshed.

To be a best-selling author, so I know I’ve shared my gifts, made a 
difference and helped people awaken. This will make me feel content and 
satisfied. 

$500,000 in the bank at all times so I don’t have to worry about money 
and have all I need. This will make me feel relaxed and secure. 

Notice how most (if  not all) of  the things you want have a feeling 

state attached to them. We are primarily seeking the feeling. 

Knowing this fact will come in handy later on. 

Once you have written your list and found out why you want the 

things you want, you may realize some things are more important 

to you than others. Have no shame or guilt. The things that really 

matter to you will stand out. The rest will fade. In time, all will be 

revealed. 

3. Upgrade and refine your list as needed. 



It’s fair to assume that not everything on your list is of  equal 

importance to you. Some things are deeply meaningful and 

motivating. Others are just superficial cravings influenced by the 

media and really have no interest to you. The more you look at 

your list and know why you want these things, the closer you get to 

knowing what you really, really, really want. 

4. The master question 

Get ready for this… It’s an advanced method. Are you ready to 

discover what you really, really, really want? (And it’s often not 

what you think). EnlightenedPreneurs know that what they really, 

really want is a feeling state. It’s a state of  being. They realize that 

feeling good is in and of  itself  the most precious thing they can 

attain. 

. 



PART 2: 

The Four Steps to Conscious 
Creation  

EnlightenedPreneurs know what they really, really want and 

remind themselves of  it daily. Each day that passes, they enjoy the 

Nowthe magic momentand their highest potential comes closer 

and closer to them. They are fulfilled now and in the future.

To bring your ideas and pure desires to life, apply the four steps of  

conscious creation below. While these steps may sound 

exceptionally simple, don't be fooled by their lack of  burdensome 

complexity. The fact that this method is so simple is what gives it 

profound power and enables you to create powerfully.

CALL TO AWAKENING

Follow these steps below and experience the miraculous effects for 

yourself. 



1. Read the list of  your pure intentions three times a day. 

Morning, afternoon and before you sleep at night. Feel it 

as you read it.  

Consider that you have already attained these things now and feel 

the feelings of  having attained them.

2. Hold in your mind and heart the things you truly 

desire as often as possible throughout the day.  

Pay special attention to the feeling state that attaining these things 

brings. 

3. Remain humble and surrender your intentions to the 

highest good for all.  

Don’t speak of  this to anyone except the Higher Power. 

4. Be open and listen to the signs and clues from the 

Higher Power and your Higher Self.  

When you notice inspirations that may serve you in manifesting 

your intentions, take action and implement your ideas right away. 



What can you do to lead you closer to what you truly desire now 

and in the future?

The way you move into your destiny is just as important as your 

future itself, for if  you don’t enjoy the journey, then what kind of  

life do you have?

EnlightenedPreneurs make sure that as they move into manifesting 

their desires, they take a path with a heart. 


